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V ictorians need a dose of positivity, and 
a positive plan to recover and rebuild. 

That’s what Recover. Rebuild. is all about. 

It lays out what the Liberals and Nationals 
will do to help Victoria and Victorians 
recover and rebuild after the pandemic.

The COVID-19 pandemic has hit Victoria 
harder than other jurisdictions and the 
shattered mental health of young Victorians 
is the biggest threat facing our state today. 

Victoria needs a government that will bring 
communities and families back together 
again.

A government that I have the privilege 
to lead will work with you to address the 
consequences of the COVID-19 lockdowns, 
not lecture you, or lock you down again.

We will build the capacity of the health 
system to treat more people sooner and fix 
Victoria’s healthcare crisis. 

We will invest in the people and the 
programs that will fix our mental health 
crisis.

We will safely keep our schools open 
because we know that the best place for 
our children to learn is in the classroom, not 
at home on a computer screen or an iPad.

And we'll catch up on lost learning 
with a renewed focus on teaching the 
fundamentals in our schools.

We will guarantee no new taxes so there’s 
more money in the pockets of Victorian 
families and end Labor’s wasteful 
spending so we can spend more on 

hospitals, schools, roads and emergency 
services. 

We will bring manufacturing home to 
Victoria and give small business owners 
the confidence they need to recover and 
rebuild – and hire more people.

We’ll be a government for all of Victoria. 
We’ll make Melbourne the world’s most 
liveable city again, and we’ll make sure 
that regional Victoria gets its fair share. 

Most importantly, under a Liberals and 
Nationals Government there will be no more 
lockdowns. No ifs. No buts. No more 
lockdowns.

Because we know that the only way to 
provide the certainty and security needed 
to recover and rebuild is to take lockdowns 
off the table.

Over the course of this year, my Liberals 
and Nationals team and I will be talking a 
lot more about our positive plans to recover 
and rebuild this state. 

And we’ll be adding to our list of policies 
and plans right up until Election Day on  
26 November.

I love Victoria. It is the greatest state in 
Australia, and it is our mission to make 
Victoria Number One again. 

Hon Matthew Guy MP
Victorian Liberal Leader
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I love Victoria. It is the greatest 
state in Australia, and it is 
our mission to make Victoria 
Number One again.
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Despite the hardest lockdowns and 
toughest restrictions in the nation, Victoria 
still recorded more COVID-19 cases, 
deaths, job losses, mental health distress 
and school days missed than any other 
state since the start of the pandemic. 

Over 93 per cent of Victorians are now 
double vaccinated, and the Andrews 
Labor Government has had two years to 
prepare our health and education systems 
to deal with the ongoing outbreaks that will 
inevitably occur.

Yet despite this, the threat of the Andrews 
Labor Government ordering more 
lockdowns remains ever present. 

You can’t believe what Labor says – just 
look at what it does.  

Six lockdowns in eighteen months.

Then they introduced extreme pandemic 
legislation giving them the power to keep on 
doing it.

Why would they bring in this legislation, if 
they didn’t intend to use it?

The Liberals and Nationals believe that 
lockdowns should be a thing of the past.

The social and economic damage done to 
our state and its people by lockdowns over 
the last two years has been too great. Now 
is the time to recover and rebuild.

But this recovery can only begin with the 
confidence that the days of lockdowns are 
behind us. 

Only a Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will ensure that 
there are no more lockdowns. 

NO MORE

THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC HAS 
HIT VICTORIA HARDER THAN 
ANY OTHER JURISDICTION IN 
AUSTRALIA.

Victorians did what was asked of us. 

We obeyed orders to stay in our homes, 
kept to the five kilometre limit, obeyed the 
curfew, and we closed our businesses.

We kept our kids away from school, from 
playgrounds, from their elderly relatives and 
from their friends.

We accepted the restrictions on eating out, 
personal care, social activities and exercise.

We put up with the bans on weddings, 
funerals and religious ceremonies. 

We got tested and double vaccinated when 
asked, wore our masks both inside and 
outside, and even delayed our surgeries.

However, as the pandemic now enters 

its third year, the mental, social and 
economic devastation of the Andrews Labor 
Government’s six lockdowns is becoming 
clearer by the day. 

Our hospitals and their staff are at breaking 
point and essential surgery waiting lists are 
at record highs.

Our mental health system is in an extended 
crisis at a time when we need its support 
more than ever before. 

Our children have lost months and months 
in the classroom.

Taxes have continued to rise and the cost 
of Labor’s major projects has continued to 
blow out by billions of dollars. 

Thousands of businesses and jobs have 
been destroyed and the strength and 
vibrancy that has always set Melbourne and 
Victoria apart from the rest of the country 
has been diminished. 
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Our Victorian Liberals and Nationals 
team is standing up for you – our plan 
to Recover and Rebuild will make 
sure families and businesses can get 
back on their feet, and make our state 
Number One again.

A Matthew Guy Liberals and Nationals 
Government will give Victorians the 
certainty and security needed to start 
a business, a family, buy a home or get 
involved in the local community without 
the threat of future lockdowns.

WE WILL
   Ensure there are no more lockdowns

   Slash hospital waiting lists and fix 
Victoria’s healthcare crisis

   Fix the mental health crisis

   Keep schools open

   Keep the cost of living down

   Support business to recover and 
employ more Victorians

The Victorian 
Liberals and 
Nationals have a plan 
to recover, rebuild 
and make Victoria 
Number One again.

OUR POSITIVE PLAN
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A t the start of the pandemic in early 
2020, the Victorian Liberals and 

Nationals extended the hand of bipartisan 
support, including recognising the need 
for governments to restrict movements to 
protect people from infection and give our 
health system the time to prepare. 

However, a world-record 262 days of 
lockdown later, the social and economic 
devastation that has been wrought on 
Victorian communities has taken its toll.  

Six lockdowns, over 2,000 Victorian deaths, 
the curfew, failures in contact tracing, the 
hotel quarantine debacle, eight consecutive 
interrupted school terms, playground bans, 
travel bans, the initial ban on seeing intimate 
partners, the refusal to release health 
advice, the authorised worker permits, the 
public housing tower lockdowns, the social 
isolation, the contradictory approach to 
different public protests, and sudden border 
closures - amongst many other government 
decisions - have left people and their 
communities exhausted.

Liberals and Nationals believe in 
parliamentary democracy, democratic 
participation, respect for the 
Constitution, the rule of law, and 
honest, accountable government. 

Government is not, and should not be, 
above the law. It should be honest with the 
people it is elected to serve, and should not 
mislead or deceive with spin or obfuscation. 

Government should be accountable to the 
Parliament and to the people about what 
it is doing and why, particularly at a time of 

crisis and when it is temporarily restricting 
liberties. 

The extreme exercise of government 
powers should always be recognised as just 
that – extreme, and limited.  The rule of law, 
should be respected and obeyed both by 
citizens and by governments. 

Victorians have been let down too many 
times by the Andrews Labor Government. 

Too often the Andrews Labor Government 
has reverted to draconian, centralised 
lockdown or closure measures and to 
lecturing Victorians on why life priorities as 
important as going to work, buying clothes, 
attending school or having an operation 
can’t be done, instead of working with 
Victorians to establish how these tasks can 
be done safely. 

The Victorian Ombudsman described the 
Victorian Government’s 2021 border permit 
system, which suddenly denied the right 
of thousands of Victorians to return home, 
as “downright unjust, even inhumane” and 
more concerned with locking people out of 
the state rather than working to get them 
home safely. 

The Victorian Ombudsman 
described Labor's border permit 
system as “downright unjust, even 
inhumane”.

The Ombudsman found the scheme 
resulted in “some of the most questionable 
decisions I have seen in my over seven 
years as Ombudsman.”

1
NO MORE 
LOCKDOWNS
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 AMEND THE VICTORIAN 
CONSTITUTION TO RESTRICT 
STATE OF EMERGENCY 
POWERS
The Andrews Labor Government’s 
management of the COVID-19 pandemic 
has revealed serious shortcomings in the 
operation of Victoria’s State of Emergency 
and State of Disaster laws. 

It has become obvious to everyone but 
Daniel Andrews that powers which may be 
reasonable without proper parliamentary 
oversight in localised, short-term natural 
disasters such as bushfires are not 
appropriate for longer term, state-wide 
emergencies.

Whether the powers for a government to 
manage a pandemic sit within ordinary state 
of emergency laws or separate pandemic 
legislation, as a matter of principle, the law 
needs to be changed to ensure that any 
government that seeks to restrict personal 
rights, freedoms and movements in this way 
has these powers limited.

It is also too easy for the government of 
the day, irrespective of the political party in 
power, to use its majority in the Legislative 
Assembly and its numbers in the Legislative 
Council to bypass the scrutiny of the 
Parliament.  

We need to restore trust and accountability 
in the way Victorian Governments manage 
emergencies.

Freedom cannot be taken for granted, it 
must be won and protected and defended 
from those—like this state government—
who want to remove it.

Victorians deserve the highest level of 
accountability from their government when 
state of emergency powers are in place.

These principles are so important, they 
require an amendment to Victoria’s 
Constitution. 

In October 2021 the Liberals and Nationals 
introduced a Private Member’s Bill into 
the Victorian Parliament to amend the 
Victorian Constitution to limit the ability of 
the Victorian Government to declare an 
emergency or pandemic beyond 30 days.

If the Government needed to extend its 
powers for longer, it would be required 
to secure a special majority (3/5ths) vote 
of both the Legislative Assembly and the 
Legislative Council on each occasion. 

These laws will be backed up by a 
requirement for the Premier to provide 
every non-government party leader and 
independent MPs with regular briefings 
justifying the use of State of Emergency 
powers. 

A Liberals and Nationals Government will 
reintroduce this legislation as a matter of 
urgency and will ensure that no Victorian 
Government can ever again subject 
Victorians to these draconian powers 
without frequent review and oversight by the 
Victorian Parliament. 

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will amend 
the Victorian Constitution to restrict 
the ongoing exercise of State of 
Emergency or State of Disaster 
powers.

1 NO MORE LOCKDOWNS

The Liberals and Nationals believe that 
the time for locking our whole state down, 
keeping our whole population restricted to 
our homes and closing businesses, is over. 

The first question a government must ask 
should not be how quickly can it close 
everything down – it should be how it can 
safely keep things open. 

The only way that we can deliver the 
certainty and security needed to recover 
and rebuild is with no more lockdowns.

REPEAL LABOR’S PANDEMIC 
LEGISLATION 
Daniel Andrews and Labor’s answer to the 
widespread opposition to their rolling 21 
month State of Emergency was to push 
new legislation through the Parliament 
giving the power to declare and manage a 
pandemic, including the imposition of health 
and personal movement restrictions, to the 
Premier and the Health Minister. 

These changes are typical Labor – under 
the cover of promising to end the ongoing 
pandemic State of Emergency, the 
Government just gave itself the same 
powers by other means. 

They just called it something different. 

When Labor first introduced the Bill, 
sixty eminent QCs signed an open letter 
opposing it on the grounds that the 
Andrews Labor Government could "rule by 
decree", free from parliamentary checks and 
balances.

While the Liberals and Nationals fought 
tooth and nail in Parliament to block this 
new legislation from becoming law, Labor 
was able to secure its passage after 
backroom deals with the Greens, other 
minor parties and independents.

Despite some window dressing 
amendments, the underlying problem 
remains – that the executive government 
still has the power to declare and manage 
a pandemic without needing to secure the 
support of other parties or representatives in 
the Parliament.  

Victorians should not be fooled – these laws 
are bad laws that will still allow Labor to lock 
Victorians down again if it so chooses. 

Labor wouldn't have passed these laws if it 
had no intention of using them.  

NO IFS. NO 
BUTS. NO MORE 
LOCKDOWNS.
Hon Matthew Guy

The first act of a Matthew Guy 
Liberals and Nationals Government 
will be to repeal Labor’s pandemic 
legislation.

1 NO MORE LOCKDOWNS

Only a Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will ensure 
there are no more lockdowns.
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1 NO MORE LOCKDOWNS

ROYAL COMMISSION INTO THE 
COVID-19 PANDEMIC
The Andrews Labor Government’s handling 
of the COVID-19 pandemic is the worst 
public policy failure by a government in not 
just Victorian, but Australian, history.

Since the start of the pandemic, over 2,000 
Victorians have died, more than every other 
Australian state and territory. 

Why did Melbourne become the most 
locked down city in the world? Who 
was responsible for the hotel quarantine 
debacle that led to the deadly second 
wave and death of over 800 Victorians? 
Who authorised the curfew? Who was 
responsible for the ongoing, systemic 
failures in contact tracing? Why were 
healthcare and other vital workers unable 
to secure reliable supplies of personal 
protective equipment (PPE) and later Rapid 
Antigen Tests (RATs)? These are some of 
the questions for which the Andrews Labor 
Government has remained silent. 

Only an independent Royal Commission 
will have the coercive powers to compel 
witnesses and documents and the terms of 

reference required to give the answers that 
Victorians deserve. 

A Royal Commission also has the power 
to recommend any charges for potential 
criminal actions, including industrial 
manslaughter.

There have been too many deaths, too 
much damage done and too many lies told. 
Victorians deserve the truth and only a Royal 
Commission will deliver it. An independent 
Royal Commission into what went wrong 
and why, is vital and is urgent.

The Liberals and Nationals will do everything 
within our power to ensure that the truth is 
heard, that the lessons are learned, and this 
never happens ever again.  

A Matthew Guy Liberals and Nationals Government will:

  Ensure there are no more lockdowns

  Repeal Labor’s pandemic legislation

  Amend the Victorian Constitution to restrict the ongoing exercise of State of 
Emergency or State of Disaster powers

  Establish a Royal Commission into Victoria’s response to the COVID-19 
pandemic

1 NO MORE LOCKDOWNS

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will 
establish a Royal Commission 
into Victoria’s response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 
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O ne of the most important 
responsibilities of any state 

government is to ensure its citizens have 
a world-class, well-resourced healthcare 
system that treats patients in a timely 
manner and respects all those who work 
within it.  

Liberals and Nationals believe that 
every Victorian, regardless of where 
they live, their social background, 
gender, ethnicity or personal beliefs has 
the right to high-quality health care. 

We recognise that a strong and effective 
health system can help people to live longer 
and enjoy more productive and happier 
lives, and that poor health, or problems 
accessing health services, can have serious 
consequences. 

Liberals and Nationals believe that a 
strong healthcare system is comprised of 
both public and private elements and that 
government has the responsibility to work 
in partnership with private sector providers 
and hospitals to improve health outcomes 
for all Victorians. 

This is why when the Liberals and Nationals 
were last in Government between 2010 
and 2014, we increased funding for health 
services every single year.

We delivered major infrastructure 
including, but not limited to, the new 
Monash Children’s Hospital, Victorian 
Comprehensive Cancer Centre, Bendigo 
Hospital, Frankston Hospital, Geelong 
Hospital and the Latrobe Regional Hospital. 

However, the reality is that Labor has been 
in government in Victoria for 19 of the last 
23 years, and Daniel Andrews has been 
in charge of Victoria’s health system as 
Health Minister or Premier for 11 of the 
last 15 years.

At the start of 2020, before the pandemic 
started, Daniel Andrews and Labor 
presided over the most under-funded 
public health team in the nation, a blowout 
in hospital waiting lists and dental waiting 
lists, workforce shortages, IT problems and 
ambulance ramping. 

The Productivity Commission’s annual 
Report on Government Services (Health) 
released on 1 February this year shows that 
in Victoria in 2019-20:

     Victoria had fewer available public 
hospital beds per person than every 
other state and territory except Western 
Australia

      More Victorians left an emergency 
department without being seen than 
every other state or territory

Two years into the pandemic, the Andrews 
Labor Government has failed to give our 
healthcare system the resources it needs 
to cope with the increased demands on it, 
and the Government is running out of other 
people to blame. 

Daniel Andrews promised a gold standard 
contact tracing regime and hotel quarantine 
system but failed to deliver. 

2
SLASH HOSPITAL 
WAITING LISTS AND 
FIX VICTORIA’S 
HEALTHCARE CRISIS
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Abdominal aneurysms, prostate surgery, 
coronary artery bypass grafting, hip and 
knee replacements, the removal of tonsils, 
surgery on perforated eardrums, breast 
reconstruction, cleft lip and palate surgery 
and certain eye and gynaecological 
procedures can all be classified as Category 
2 or 3. 

Victorians needing surgery for these 
conditions know how important they are to 
maintain their mental and physical health, 
their quality of life and personal dignity – and 
the Liberals and Nationals know it too. 

The Andrews Labor Government’s 
ongoing decision to impose blanket bans 
on essential surgery during COVID-19 is 
making the problem worse. 

Blanket bans across private hospitals and 
day procedure centres where there is a 
capacity to undertake some of this vital 
surgery is the wrong approach. 

In government between 2010 and 2014, 
the Liberals and Nationals implemented 
measures to reduce public surgery waiting 
lists and treat more patients, including 
working in partnership with private 
practitioners and hospitals.  

We will again work together with public 
and private health providers to identify 
and maximise the capacity of our public 
hospitals, and use private practitioners 
and hospitals to assist with getting more 
surgeries completed, more quickly.

Improved transparency of waiting list 
information is also needed so that GPs 
and patients can be better informed in their 
decision-making.

Victorians should not be waiting longer than 
the clinically recommended time for surgery, 
and Category 2 patients who have waited 
longer than six months for surgery should 
have their cases immediately reviewed and 
prioritised.

The number one priority for any government 
must be to reduce elective surgery waiting 
lists so that Victorians can get the essential 
surgery they need and deserve. 

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will halve 
surgery waiting lists in its first term.

WE WILL HALVE 
SURGERY 
WAITING LISTS
Hon Matthew Guy

2 SLASH HOSPITAL WAITING LISTS AND 
FIX VICTORIA'S HEALTHCARE CRISIS

He promised an extra 4,000 Intensive Care 
Unit beds and a surge capacity of staff but 
failed to deliver. Then lied about it. 

He also promised a surge capacity of extra 
PPE but failed to deliver. 

When the Liberals and Nationals urged the 
large-scale use of RATs back in August 
2021 to help open the state back up, the 
Government dismissed the idea before 
belatedly submitting an order on the eve of 
Christmas.

Too many Victorians spent too long in 
testing queues over the recent Christmas/
New Year period because of the Andrews 
Labor Government's failure to plan. Even 
though the highly infectious Omicron 

variant was first detected in Victoria in early 
December, the government didn’t establish 
more testing centres in holiday areas or 
increase opening hours in its existing sites.  

Victorians are sick and tired of the Andrews 
Labor Government blaming everyone else 
for its failure to properly run our healthcare 
system. 

HALVE SURGERY  
WAITING LISTS 
While limiting the number of Victorians that 
are infected with COVID-19 and treating 
those who do become infected has been 
the main public health priority of the last 
two years, this focus has taken attention 
away from an increasingly serious problem 
elsewhere in the system. 

In Victoria, the number of people on the 
waiting list for public elective surgery at the 
end of December 2021 was 80,826 – more 
than 98% higher than the last quarter of the 
previous Liberals and Nationals Government 
in December 2014.

Importantly, Labor’s elective surgery 
waiting list blowout had already started 
before the COVID-19 pandemic and 
was at record numbers in March 2020 

prior to the suspension of essential 
elective surgery. 

The Andrews Labor Government’s ongoing 
decisions to suspend or delay what it 
considers non-essential surgery, including 
its January 2022 declaration of a ‘Code 
Brown,’ ensures this dire situation will 
continue to worsen.

Despite the name, ‘elective’ surgery is not 
usually optional – it is essential surgery. 
The clinically recommended time for the 
completion of Category 1 Surgery after 
assessment by a medical specialist is within 
thirty days, for Category 2 Surgery within 
ninety days and for Category 3 Surgery 
within twelve months. 

While Category 1 Surgery has usually 
been completed within the recommended 
timeframe, even during the pandemic, 
Category 2 and 3 surgeries have been 
repeatedly suspended or delayed. 

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will end 
the blame game and work with 
the Federal Government, and 
all healthcare providers, to fix 
Victoria’s healthcare crisis. 

2  SLASH HOSPITAL WAITING LISTS AND 
FIX VICTORIA'S HEALTHCARE CRISIS
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A Matthew Guy Liberals and Nationals Government will:

  Halve surgery waiting lists in its first term

  Build a new, dedicated Infectious Diseases Response Centre that will lead 
Australia in research and ensure our hospitals have the capacity to treat patients 

  End the blame game and work with the Federal Government and all healthcare 
providers to fix Victoria’s healthcare crisis

  Avoid widespread Code Brown declarations and never postpone important 
medical procedures, such as cancer and heart surgery

 Never place IVF on hold for Victorians wanting to have a family

The Liberals and Nationals will 
never place IVF on hold for 
Victorians wanting to have a family.

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will 
avoid widespread Code Brown 
declarations and never postpone 
important medical procedures, 
such as cancer and heart surgery.

our health system to cope with COVID-19. 
Victoria has had the harshest of restrictions, 
and at one point Melbourne was the longest 
locked down city in the world – and yet 
despite that our health system remains in 
crisis.  

The subsequent ban on elective surgeries 
and short-lived 90-day blanket ban on IVF 
treatments were a direct consequence of 
this under-investment and failure to manage 
or plan ahead.

NEW INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
RESPONSE CENTRE
We must learn the lessons of Labor’s failed 
COVID-19 response.

Over the last two years, every Victorian 
has paid the price of decades of under-
investment in our health system by Labor 
governments. 

While Daniel Andrews and Labor’s solution 
to rising pandemic case numbers is to 
cancel surgeries, and move patients 
from hospitals to quarantine hotels, the 
Liberals and Nationals want our hospitals 
to be better prepared to deal with future 
pandemics and better manage new and 
emerging complex infections. 

Victoria needs a new plan to contain and 
manage future pandemics and infectious 
diseases. We can’t afford to have our lives 
put on hold by a future pandemic and need 
a new way forward to manage infectious 
diseases while getting on with life.

This is why a Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will build Australia’s 

AVOID A 'CODE BROWN' 
AND NEVER DEFER CRITICAL 
PROCEDURES OR IVF
Until the Andrews Labor Government’s 
decision in January 2022 to declare a four 
to six week Code Brown across Victoria’s 
public health system, Victoria had never had 
a state-wide Code Brown emergency alert 
in our hospitals.

And while Daniel Andrews claimed that 
this decision was “unavoidable”, Victoria 

first, dedicated, Infectious Diseases 
Response Centre to ensure that our 
hospitals are better able to cope with future 
pandemics and help keep Victorians healthy 
and safe. We will:

    Establish a 100 bed negative pressure 
bed capability located at a dedicated 
facility and in several regional locations

    Fund the co-location of infectious 
diseases research at the dedicated 
facility

    Train an additional 300 specialist nurses 
to be able to deliver care

    Establish an advisory panel made up of 
experts to advise the best location, scale 
and format for the centre

has been the only state to implement a 
Code Brown despite neighbouring New 
South Wales having a greater number 
of COVID-19 patients in hospital and in 
intensive care due to the Omicron wave. 

The truth is, the Code Brown is the result 
of a lack of planning and preparation over 
the last two years and decades of Labor 
mismanagement and underinvestment in 
health.

For two years Victorians have been told that 
we needed to be in lockdown to prepare 

2  SLASH HOSPITAL WAITING LISTS AND FIX 
VICTORIA'S HEALTHCARE CRISIS

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will build a 
new, dedicated Infectious Diseases 
Response Centre that will lead 
Australia in research and ensure 
our hospitals have the capacity to 
treat patients. 
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L abor’s six lockdowns, curfews, 
restrictions on leaving home, school 

closures, cancellation of community sport, 
bans on personal care and socialising with 
friends have led to a mental health shadow 
pandemic.  

Victoria’s mental health system was in crisis 
before COVID-19, but two years of Labor’s 
pandemic mismanagement has made it 
worse. 

Call to Kids Helpline and Beyond Blue have 
dramatically increased since 2019, the 
incidence of family violence has spiked, and 
there has been a surge in the number of 
mental health emergencies among young 
people.

Statistics from Gender Equity Victoria 
show that during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
women experienced severe depression, 
anxiety and stress at higher levels than men.

Women accounted for 55 per cent of job 
losses during the worst of the lockdown, 
while performing more unpaid labour at 
home and extra educational support for 
children through remote learning.

Liberals and Nationals believe in the 
inherent worth of every individual – in 
their personal dignity, responsibility and 
potential.

Liberals and Nationals believe that the 
better the overall mental health of Victorians, 
as individuals and collectively, the more 
prosperous, productive and liveable our 
communities and state will be. 

Poor mental health and a lack of confidence 
can lead to higher rates of depression and 
self-harm, crime, drug and alcohol abuse, 
poor physical health, unemployment, poor 
relationship outcomes and homelessness. 

Good mental health is in the interests 
of everyone and governments have a 
responsibility to ensure that appropriate 
support mechanisms are in place for people 
in society who are doing it tough.

However, the Andrews Labor Government 
seemingly refuses to concede that we have 
a serious mental health problem in 
Victoria right now. 

The Mental Health Royal Commission 
delivered an essential blueprint to rebuild 
Victoria’s mental health system, but 
recommendations from the interim report 
handed down over two years ago have still 
not been delivered. 

Labor still has no plan to rebuild Victoria’s 
mental health workforce - the key 
investment that is needed to rebuild 
Victoria’s mental health system to again be 
the best in the world.

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will fix 
Victoria’s mental health crisis. 

3
FIX THE MENTAL 
HEALTH CRISIS
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NO MORE LOCKDOWNS
Labor’s world-record lockdowns have been 
a major contributor to our current mental 
health crisis.

A Matthew Guy Liberals and Nationals Government will:

  Fix Victoria’s mental health crisis

  Recognise counsellors as mental health practitioners on coming to 
government, and unlock this vital resource for our schools

  Rebuild Victoria’s mental health workforce and launch Australia’s largest ever 
mental health support worker recruitment drive

 Ensure there are no more lockdowns

The Liberals and Nationals will 
also launch Australia’s largest ever 
mental health worker recruitment 
drive, to rapidly train and attract 
thousands of additional mental 
health workers to help rebuild 
Victoria’s Mental Health System.

As the first step in rebuilding 
Victoria’s mental health workforce, 
a Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will 
recognise counsellors as mental 
health practitioners and unlock this 
vital resource for our schools.

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will ensure 
there are no more lockdowns.

thousands of scholarships and support 
packages to get more people into Victoria’s 
mental health system as soon as possible. 

This would include:

     financial support to attain an 
undergraduate mental health qualification

     financial support for tertiary qualified 
Victorians to enter our mental health 
workforce through a post graduate 
qualification

     more training places for psychiatrists and 
psychologists so they can work sooner  

     relocation packages to attract the best 
and brightest mental health workers from 
across Australia and the world

3  FIX THE MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS

THOUSANDS MORE MENTAL 
HEALTH WORKERS
In late 2021, the Andrews Labor 
Government blocked a proposal by the 
Liberals and Nationals in the Victorian 
Parliament to change the law to recognise 
counsellors as mental health practitioners. 
This simple change would have allowed an 
additional 2,000 registered counsellors to 
immediately deliver mental health support in 
Victorian schools through the Mental Health 
Practitioners in Schools program.

Labor also refused to support changes 
to enable an additional 2,000 provisional 
psychologists to help meet Victoria’s critical 
unmet demand for immediate and ongoing 
mental health support. 

Victoria’s six lockdowns have dealt a 
devastating blow to the mental health of 
every Victorian and people need help right 
now. 

Our mental health workers are fatigued, 
overworked and under intense pressure. 
They desperately need more support and 
resources.

A Liberals and Nationals Government will, 
within its first 100 days, make the necessary 
changes to recognise qualified counsellors 
as mental health practitioners to unlock this 
vital resource for deployment in Victorian 
schools. 

We will also launch Australia's largest mental 
health worker recruitment drive, offering 

WE WILL FIX 
VICTORIA'S 
MENTAL HEALTH 
CRISIS 
Hon Matthew Guy
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T he Liberals and Nationals understand 
the immense damage that lockdowns, 

home schooling and bans on socialising 
have done to the mental health of our 
school children, and that it will take time to 
fix. 

The Murdoch Children’s Research Institute 
in September 2021 found that “continued 
lockdowns and school closures” – not the 
COVID-19 pandemic – are the “main risk 
to children and adolescents’ health in this 
pandemic.”

The shattered mental health of young 
Victorians is the biggest threat facing 
our state today. The consequences of 
lockdowns and social isolation in our 
students will last a lifetime.

Liberals and Nationals believe in 
equality of opportunity for all and that 
every person should have the chance 
to make the most of their talents 
and abilities, irrespective of their 
background.

We believe that one of the most important 
responsibilities of any government is to 
ensure the widespread availability of high 
quality education and training opportunities 
that provide a foundation for life, and enable 
our next generation to achieve their goals 
and aspirations.

Every child should be able to leave school 
with key competencies in reading, writing 
and arithmetic as well as the ability to form 
meaningful relationships with peers and 
adults.

This includes vulnerable or disadvantaged 
children or those with special needs.

Over 2020 and 2021, Victorian students 
lost up to 171 days of school over eight 
consecutive interrupted school terms.

Stressed parents, already forced to work 
from home and worried about their own 
future, were also required to supervise the 
schooling of their children.

Yet, right up to almost the last moment 
before the start of the 2022 school year, 
the Andrews Labor Government seemed 
unable to guarantee that Term 1 would start 
on time. 

Now, more than ever, parents need 
certainty, and the confidence that the 
government of the day has their back.

Parents know that being at school with 
teachers and friends is the best learning 
environment for their children.

It is the job of government to provide the 
resources to ensure that this can be done 
safely.

4
KEEP 
SCHOOLS OPEN
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In late 2021, the Andrews Labor 
Government blocked an attempt by the 
Liberals and Nationals to change the law 
to allow an additional 2,000 registered 
counsellors to immediately deliver mental 
health support in Victorian schools.

Backed by the Australian Counselling 
Association, this is a small change that 
would make a world of difference to young 
Victorians by ensuring the right support is 
available, when they need it.

A Liberals and Nationals Government 
will, within our first 100 days, make the 
necessary changes to recognise qualified 
counsellors as mental health practitioners 
to unlock this vital resource for Victorian 
schools. 

A Matthew Guy Liberals and Nationals Government will: 

   Deliver Victoria’s first Face-to-Face Learning Guarantee

   Keep our schools open and re-focus learning on the fundamentals

  Deliver a Mental Health Practitioner in every Victorian primary and secondary 
school 

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will deliver a 
Mental Health Practitioner in every 
Victorian primary and secondary 
school to ensure that every student 
has access to the help they deserve.

2,000 EXTRA MENTAL HEALTH 
PRACTITIONERS IN VICTORIAN 
SCHOOLS
The Liberals and Nationals believe that 
every potential solution that helps to 
improve children’s mental health should be 
considered. 

The stakes are too high.

Our children are too important. 

While for many children, getting back to 
school, playing sport or regularly seeing 
their friends will play a major part in getting 
things back to normal, others will need more 
support.

An anomaly in current legislation prevents 
people who are officially recognised and 
qualified as counsellors from offering 
guidance counselling services at Victorian 
schools through the Mental Health 
Practitioners in Schools program.

WE'LL KEEP 
SCHOOLS OPEN
Hon Matthew Guy

FACE TO FACE LEARNING 
GUARANTEE
Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Victorian students were falling behind their 
international peers and a worrying long term 
gap between city and country students had 
been identified. 

Current figures from the OECD’s Program 
for International Student Assessment show 
reading literacy outcomes for 15-year-old 
students were already down in Victoria in 
2018 compared to 2000 and almost four 
in ten Victorian teenagers did not achieve a 
proficient standard in reading. 

Regional students continue to slump behind 
their metropolitan counterparts, and the 
achievement gap is not narrowing. 

While the Liberals and Nationals will have 
more to say during 2022 about improving 
the quality of the Victorian school curriculum 
and learning environment, supporting 
standards and results starts with ensuring 
that students are at school every day of 
every term. 

After struggling through the world’s 
longest COVID-19 lockdown and eight 
consecutively disrupted school terms, 
Victorian students have fallen behind and 
missed too many critical days of face-to-
face learning. 

Children need time in the classroom learning 
new concepts and skills, together with their 
classmates. 

They need time away from home to grow 
their minds and their independence. 

They also need time to talk to and play with 
friends. 

After two years of this pandemic, there is 
no excuse for the Victorian Government to 
not be prepared. We must do everything 
possible so that students do not fall further 
behind. 

A Liberals and Nationals Government will 
guarantee face to face learning for Victorian 
primary and secondary students from the 
start of Term 1 to the end of Term 4 each 
and every year. 

Our five-step plan includes:

1.  A guarantee that schools will not be 
locked down

2.  Free RATs for all students and staff with 
vaccinations made easily available 

3.  Ensuring all classrooms are equipped 
with air purifiers

4.  Easy to understand ‘test to stay’ 
protocols

5.  A plan to manage staff shortages and 
ensure continuity of learning 

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will deliver 
Victoria’s first Face-to-Face 
Learning Guarantee.

A Liberals and Nationals 
Government will keep our schools 
open and refocus learning on the 
fundamentals.

4  KEEP SCHOOLS OPEN
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G overnments exist to provide the 
framework for individuals and families 

to have the freedom and opportunity to 
achieve what they want in life.

An important part of this is to run a strong 
and growing economy, and ensure that 
taxes collected are spent wisely, and for 
maximum public benefit.

Liberals and Nationals believe that a 
strong and growing economy provides 
the foundation for a better society 
where more people have the income, 
the choice and the ability to improve 
their own lives and those of their 
families.

A strong and resilient economy is in a better 
position to resist future shocks, whether 
economic, social or health-derived.

We believe that taxes collected by 
governments should in turn be spent wisely 
by governments, because once collected, 
that money is no longer available for people 
to spend on themselves or businesses to 
invest, employ and produce more goods 
and services.  

Every dollar wasted by government is a 
dollar not spent on supporting people 
or businesses.  This is why Liberals and 
Nationals are always opposed to high taxes 
and government waste. 

Good economic management allows 
government to pay for the services 
Victorians deserve, at the lowest possible 
taxation levels.

Bad economic management and cost 
blowouts on major projects leave less 
money to spend on hospitals, schools, 
country roads, emergency services and 
mental health. 

Bad economic management also means 
that government becomes more reliant on 
increased taxes and fines which in turn puts 
even more pressure on household budgets. 

Since 2014 when Daniel Andrews and 
Labor were elected, they have lost more 
than $24 billion to waste and infrastructure 
cost blowouts, including on North East 
Link, the West Gate Tunnel, Level Crossing 
Removals, the Metro Tunnel and the 
Victorian Heart Hospital - and another $1.3 
billion to not build the East West Link.

$24 billion could have bought over 
120,000 ambulances or paid the 
wages of an extra 280,000 teachers 
or nurses for one year. 

Labor's arrogant attitude to money also 
extends to extravagant self-promotion at 
taxpayers’ expense. Daniel Andrews’ own 
private political office employs more people 
than the Prime Minister's. The Andrews 
Labor Government is now the country’s 
third largest advertiser, spending more than 
Coles, Woolworths and McDonalds and 
it shamelessly spends money promoting 
projects like the West Gate Tunnel that is 
years late and billions over budget or the 
Suburban Rail Loop which is more than a 
decade away from carrying any passengers. 

5
KEEP THE COST OF 
LIVING DOWN
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A Matthew Guy Liberals and Nationals Government will:

   Guarantee no new taxes

   Stop wasteful government spending

   Commission an urgent, independent audit of all of Labor’s capital projects 
over the value of $100 million to ensure that taxpayers are getting value for 
money

   Re-establish parliamentary scrutiny over major infrastructure projects

5 KEEP THE COST OF LIVING DOWN

said “Things cost what they ultimately cost” 
and “Anyone that’s done a kitchen reno for 
heaven’s sake knows.”

It is precisely this attitude to taxpayers’ 
money that has got the government into the 
mess taxpayers are now in, regarding the 
state’s $144 billion infrastructure program. 

Proper cost control on major projects is 
imperative. Better management means less 
debt for our children or more options for 
additional projects.

However, while this should be the 
responsibility of executive government, 
and one that Labor should be taking 
more seriously, there is also a role for the 
Parliament to scrutinise spending on major 
projects. 

The re-establishment of a strong, 
parliamentary Public Works Committee, 
as the New South Wales Parliament 
has now done, with the powers to hold 
departments, like Transport, to account 
and ensure taxpayers are getting value for 
money, would be a positive step in the right 
direction.  

In Victoria, Labor and its sympathetic 
independents have repeatedly blocked the 
establishment of an independent Public 

Works Committee which historically played 
an important role in controlling the costs of 
Victorian major infrastructure. 

Victorians deserve a government that can 
manage costs, projects and deliver value for 
money. 

Tighter controls on project waste and 
Labor’s major project cost blowouts is a 
necessity to rebuild our battered state.

A Liberals and Nationals Government will 
continue to build the infrastructure that 
Victoria so desperately needs but also do it 
transparently and in a way that respects the 
taxpayers who are paying for it. 

A Liberals and Nationals Government 
will re-establish a parliamentary 
Public Works Committee to 
ensure better scrutiny of major 
infrastructure projects in Victoria. 

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will 
commission an urgent, independent 
audit of all of Labor’s capital 
projects over the value of $100 
million to ensure that taxpayers are 
getting value for money. 

INDEPENDENT AUDIT OF 
LABOR’S MAJOR PROJECTS
The provision of world-class infrastructure is 
an important responsibility of government. 

Liberal and Liberals and Nationals 
Governments are responsible for much of 
Melbourne and country Victoria’s major 
transport infrastructure, for the original 
City Loop underground railway and the 
original CityLink and it was the Liberals and 
Nationals Government of 2010-2014 that 
started the systematic removal of railway 
level crossings.

But the Liberals and Nationals always 
remember that being in government is not 
a blank cheque and governments must be 
responsible with taxpayers’ money.

Victoria’s Auditor-General looked closely 
at the management and reporting of major 
projects in his September 2021 report, 
Major Projects Performance. The review 
looked at the $100 billion invested in capital 
works across 110 major projects over seven 
years. 

The audit found in the transport 
infrastructure sector, by far the largest, one 
in five projects over $100 million did not 
have a business case and almost a third are 
missing benefits management plans.

The total blowout in Labor’s troubled 
West Gate Tunnel project, announced in 
December 2021, was equal to Victoria's 
whole mental health budget for 2021-22 
or could have delivered over 233,000 
elective surgeries,13,000 new mental health 
professionals or 29,000 new teachers. This 
is the real human cost of Labor’s waste and 
its failure to manage major projects. 

Victoria now faces a triple crisis - the heavy 
impact of COVID-19 on our society and 
economy, a serious deterioration in Victoria’s 
budget position and a frightening cascade 
of cost blowouts in the state's infrastructure 
program. 

Ratings agency Standard and Poors has 
singled out Victoria as having the weakest 
budgetary position of all the Australian 
states and when it downgraded Victoria’s 
credit rating from AAA to AA it cited Labor’s 
“substantial and prolonged lockdown.”

The Auditor-General has also highlighted 
the extent to which the Andrews Labor 
Government’s infrastructure projects have 
been funded by debt. 

The Andrews Labor Government’s own 
figures reveal that Victoria’s net debt is on 
track to reach a staggering $162.7 billion in 
2024-25.

When asked last year about infrastructure 
cost overruns, Daniel Andrews reportedly 

5 KEEP THE COST OF LIVING DOWN

Victorians should never forget that while 
Daniel Andrews and Labor promised to not 
increase or introduce any new taxes before 
the 2014 State Election, since coming to 
government Daniel Andrews has done it 39 
times, to become the highest taxing Premier 
in Victoria’s history. 

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will 
guarantee no new taxes and stop 
wasteful government spending to 
keep the cost of living down. 
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S ix lockdowns, the curfew, the slow roll-
out of business assistance programs 

and restrictive criteria, the cancellation of 
major and community events, 5km travel 
restrictions, border closures and work from 
home requirements, ongoing and ever-
changing density limits, failure to properly 
protect supply chains, onerous testing 
requirements, Labor’s disinterest in a plan 
for the safe return of international students, 
and the discouragement of workers 
returning to Melbourne’s CBD.

The roadblocks that have made owning and 
operating a business in Victoria over the last 
two years have been considerable. 

The Andrews Labor Government has been 
too focused on keeping businesses closed 
and customers out, instead of identifying 
what measures could be put in place to 
allow businesses to stay safely open.

That there was one rule for public sector 
projects and another rule for private 
businesses, has not escaped unnoticed.  

The inevitable result has been shattered 
confidence, with many small businesses 
closing and employees looking for 
opportunities elsewhere. 

Melbourne has now fallen to eighth in the list 
of the world’s Most Liveable Cities and its 
CBD has still not recovered. 

Victoria lost two AFL Grand Finals, two 
Grand Prix and is now the only state with a 
falling population.

Liberals and Nationals believe that the 
Victorians who take a risk and establish 
a small business, and in doing so offer 

goods, services and jobs to others, 
are the backbone of our state and 
their efforts must be recognised and 
rewarded.  

Enterprise, entrepreneurship and the 
voluntary collaboration of individuals is 
essential to creativity and freedom, and 
provides the best means to ensure ongoing 
employment, economic growth and 
prosperity. 

We are proud of the work of the Liberals 
and Nationals Government between 1992 
and 1999 which rebuilt Victoria after the 
economic and social damage of Victoria’s 
last Socialist Left Premier.

We are also proud of the record of the 2010 
to 2014 Liberals and Nationals Government 
which cut taxes, and under which Victoria 
created more jobs than any other state in 
the nation. 

Liberals and Nationals understand that 
businesses need confidence and stability 
to plan to invest and employ and that this 
is the case no matter where in Victoria a 
business is located. 

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will support 
business to recover and employ 
more Victorians.

A Liberals and Nationals 
Government will guarantee regional 
and rural Victoria gets its fair share 
of business and investment.

6
SUPPORT BUSINESS 
TO RECOVER AND 
EMPLOY MORE 
VICTORIANS
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NEW MELBOURNE ECONOMIC 
STRATEGY
Melbourne is the heart of Victoria’s 
business, education and events offering. It 
is the home to most of Victoria’s population, 
a significant proportion of Victoria’s 
businesses, and the first port of call for most 
tourists, international students and business 
visitors to Victoria.

celebrations and corporate events were 
cancelled. The confidence of events 
organisers and businesses to plan for the 
future has been shattered.

Unlike Labor, the Liberals and Nationals 
recognise that all events are important 
regardless of size, type, or location whether 
they are corporate/private, community/
public or regional/CBD. 

All event sectors are important, and all have 
been hit hard by successive lockdowns.   

We recognise that our international 
reputation for running world-class events 
has been damaged by lockdowns that 
led to the cancellation or moving of major 
events like the Grand Prix and AFL Grand 
Final. 

We also understand that events businesses 
need the confidence and certainty to be 
able to plan ahead and schedule events 
months, or even years, in advance. 

A Liberals and Nationals Government will:

    Establish a new Event Industry Recovery 
Taskforce comprised of event organisers 
and operators to immediately advise 
on solutions necessary for long-term 
industry recovery and growth

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will 
implement a comprehensive plan to 
rebuild Victoria’s Events Industry.

While the Liberals and Nationals will 
unashamedly pursue a business-centred 
economic development strategy that 
supports and grows jobs throughout the 
whole of Victoria, Melbourne is Victoria’s 
premier city and cannot just be left to fend 
for itself. Were that to happen, Sydney or 
Brisbane would be the only winners. 

    Establish a dedicated Events Victoria 
Unit inside government to ensure that 
government is better able to work with 
and support the events industry

    Continue to support an Events Industry 
COVID-19 Cancellation Insurance 
Scheme - to give certainty to event 
organisers

    Establish new $150 million Local 
Events Attraction Fund to assist local 
communities, businesses and individuals 
to plan, attract and re-start local festivals, 
shows, live music and entertainment, 
business/corporate and community 
events

    Establish a new $10 million Local 
Events Safety Fund to assist industry 
stakeholders and local organisations and 
businesses to plan and deliver COVID-
safe events.

6 SUPPORT BUSINESS TO RECOVER  
AND EMPLOY MORE VICTORIANS 

BRINGING  
MANUFACTURING HOME
Under Labor, Victoria is no longer the 
nation’s economic powerhouse. After two 
years of the pandemic and more than seven 
years of Daniel Andrews as Premier, Victoria 
has the nation’s highest taxes, record debt 
and a falling population.

A wholesale economic rebuild can’t begin 
soon enough. 

Instead of concentrating on debt-
fuelled major projects confined largely to 
Melbourne, Victoria needs a government 
with a plan to reinvigorate small and family 
businesses across the state and help rebuild 
and support communities from the ground 
up.  

This is why the Liberals and Nationals 
will deliver the largest ever investment in 
manufacturing in Victoria’s history - a $2.5 
billion Rebuilding Jobs and Bringing 
Manufacturing Home program to 
underpin a new wave of opportunity and 
hope for our state.

Our vision is for Victoria to once again be 
the engine room of Australian manufacturing 
and our program will focus on areas of 
strategic importance, including; 

   Health & Medicine

    Clean Energy, Zero Emissions and 

REBUILDING VICTORIA’S 
EVENTS INDUSTRY
Victoria’s events industry employs about 
70,000 people, runs more than 12,000 
events a year and contributes over          

Recycling

   Food, Fibre and Beverages

   Rare Earth and Mineral Processing

    Defence, Transport, Aerospace and 
Technology 

   Digital Transformation

We will establish an industry-led 
Manufacturing Excellence Taskforce to 
develop and shape Victoria’s Manufacturing 
Strategy and regenerate our capability to 
produce critical supplies we have otherwise 
lost overseas. 

Importantly, we will ensure that $1 billion 
of this program will be invested in 
regional Victoria so that new or expanded 
manufacturing operations can be located in 
regional communities.

Victorian small businesses, families, workers 
and communities must be given the 
confidence to rebuild and recover.

We will make our state the manufacturing 
engine room of the nation once again. 

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will 
implement a new $2.5 billion 
Rebuilding Jobs and Bringing 
Manufacturing Home program 
including $1 billion for regional 
Victoria.

$12 billion a year to our economy.

However, two years of lockdowns, erratic 
government decision making, selective 
business support packages and worsening 
skills shortages have meant that countless 
local festivals, weddings, school fetes, 

6  SUPPORT BUSINESS TO RECOVER  
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6 SUPPORT BUSINESS TO RECOVER  
AND EMPLOY MORE VICTORIANS 

This will require an honest assessment of 
what the state government needs to do in 
relation to taxation and business policies, 
tourism, planning changes, law and order 
policies, and infrastructure improvements.

Melbourne needs a new, business-led and 
business-focused strategy to get its buzz 
back, and that’s exactly what the Liberals 
and Nationals will deliver.

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will work 
with Melbourne’s best and 
brightest business people to 
develop and implement a new, 
business-centred Melbourne 
Economic Strategy.

A Matthew Guy Liberals and 
Nationals Government will restore 
Melbourne’s position as the World’s 
Most Liveable City. 

RESTORE MELBOURNE’S 
POSITION AS THE WORLD’S 
MOST LIVEABLE CITY
For seven consecutive years until 2018 
Melbourne was judged by the Economist 
Intelligence Unit as the World’s Most 
Liveable City.

Now, after two years of Labor’s pandemic 
mismanagement and a world-record 
lockdown, that record is in tatters. 

Lockdowns, the curfew, the cancellation 
of major events such as the F1 Grand 

6  SUPPORT BUSINESS TO RECOVER  
AND EMPLOY MORE VICTORIANS 

A Matthew Guy Liberals and Nationals Government will: 

   Commit $2.5 billion to Rebuilding Jobs and Bringing Manufacturing Home 

 Commit $1 billion to boost manufacturing in regional Victoria

   Implement a comprehensive plan to rebuild Victoria’s Events Industry

   Support business to recover and employ more Victorians

   Guarantee regional and rural Victoria gets its fair share of business and 
investment

   Work with Melbourne’s best and brightest business people to develop and 
implement a new, business-centred Melbourne Economic Strategy

   Restore Melbourne’s position as the World’s Most Liveable City

Prix (twice) and AFL Grand Final (twice), 
business closures, work from home orders, 
border closures, the absence of international 
students and disappearance of office 
workers have hit Victoria’s capital city hard. 

Melbourne needs a state government that 
is determined for it to reclaim the title of the 
World’s Most Liveable City. 
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T he Liberals and Nationals will work with 
you to address the consequences of 

Labor’s COVID-19 lockdowns, not against 
you.

We will seek to unite Victorians, not drive 
people further apart.

No more lockdowns. Slash hospital waiting 
lists and fix Victoria’s healthcare crisis. 
Fix the mental health crisis. Keep schools 
open. Stop Labor’s new taxes and end the 
wasteful spending. Support business to 
recover and employ more Victorians.

These are all the things we will seek to do. 
But they can only be achieved if we all work 
together, and by a government that works 
with you, not against you.

Labor has been in government in Victoria for 
19 of the past 23 years. 

Daniel Andrews has been Premier or Health 
Minister for 11 of those years – yet he 
claims that the Code Brown emergency was 
“unavoidable.”

Just like the higher taxes, the billions 
wasted on major projects, the mental 
health crisis, the closure of our schools, the 
destruction of small business and the loss 
of Melbourne’s title as the World’s Most 
Liveable City…

After more than seven years of Labor 
mismanagement, world-record lockdowns 
and a worsening health and mental health 
crisis, Victoria desperately needs a dose of 
positivity.

Nothing will change if you don’t change the 
government.

Only a vote for the Liberals and Nationals 
will deliver the certainty and security of No 
More Lockdowns, so that we can all get on 
and work together to recover, rebuild, and 
make Victoria Number One again.

WE WILL WORK 
WITH YOU, NOT 
AGAINST YOU

Scan to read our full Plan to 
Recover. Rebuild.

or visit  
www.rebuildvictoria.com
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